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Concert Seres IPireseiirts
Mew York Pro fiilusica
The second Student Concert Series event of the current
season will be presented Wednesday at 8:15 p.m. in Memorial
Chapel when the New York Pro Musica presents its concert
of English Music of the Courts of Elizabeth and James (music
of the late loth and early ltn the
Play of Daniel in London's
centuries) .
Westminster
Abbey, and, among
Pro Musica,

pre-Renaissan-

liliw

many other famous spots, in the
oldest church of Paris, St. Germain des Pres. In 1963 the ensemble played the "festival circuit"
in Holland, Spain, Israel and Yugoslavia and has more recently participated in a State Department-sponsore- d
tour of the Soviet Union.

Foreign Policies
'de Gaulle and the Origins
of French Policy," will be the
s
subject of a talk by
Demorest, chairman
of Cornell University's Department of Romance Literature,
at 8:15 p.m. Thursday in
Memorial Chapel.
At 4:15 Thursday afternoon
Professor Demorest will also
speak at the Library Lecture
Room in French on the writer
Gustave Flaubert.
Professor Demorest is exceptionally well qualified to
discuss the complex nature of
de Gaulle and the background
of France's political moves in
their relationship to world
economy and governmental action.
A native of Lille, France,
he holds B.A. and M.A. degrees from Ohio State Univer
sity, and a Ph.D. degree from
Princeton University. A gradu
ate of the French military aca
he was a
demy, Saint-Cyvolunteer with the Free French
forces, serving in a number of
combat theaters through o u t
World War II.
As recently as 1961, he
served as a consultant for the
private cabinet of the Presi
dent of the French Republic.
And, in 1964, he was a mem
ber of the cabinet of the
French minister of national
education.
Professor Demorest taught
at Duke University from 1948
until he became a member of
the Cornell faculty in 1956.
There, in addition to chairing
the Romance Literature de
partment, he is faculty representative on the administrative
board and a member of the
governing committee of the
graduate school, the research
committee and the Hull Me
morial Fund committee.
A Phi Beta Kappa scholar
and winner of numerous
awards and fellowships, he is
the author of five books and
more than 20 articles publish
ed in the United States and
France;
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Six Vocalists
Composed of 11 members
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Former Consultant
Reviews deGaulle
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nas Deen planned by the SUA
Parents' Day committee for both
parents and the student body.
Topping the entertainment calendar is the Parents' Day play,
T. S. Eliot's "Murder in the Cathedral," which will have its final
performance Saturday night at the
First Presbyterian Church on Col-
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lege Avenue.
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Saturday morning will be filled
with activities designed to give the
parents a chance to see the college in action and to talk with
those who direct it. There will be
several open classes at 9:30 Saturday morning. Parents not only
have an opportunity to observe as
many of these sessions as they
wish but may arrange an individual appointment with an administration or faculty member of their
choice. At 11:00 in the chapel,
parents and faculty may attend a
program where the parents will
receive a student welcome and
hear an address by Dr. Lowry.
Parents may later be the guests
of the college at either lunch or

;
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THE SCENE OF THE CRIME

The First Presbyterian Church will
serve as the theater for the Parents' Day production of T. S.
Eliot's "Murder in the Cathedral. Russ Badger plays Thomas
a Beckett, the twelfth century Archibshop of Canterbury,
martyred for his refusal to subvert the church to the state.

Dunlap Applauds "Murder In The Cathedral
by Bryan

R.

Dunlap

The Little Theatre has taken a happy step forward with its Parents' Day production
of T. S. Eliot's Murder in the Cathedral. It has escaped the confines of Scott Auditorium
to First Presbyterian Church as near an estimate of Salisbury Cathedral as anything in
O
.
TV
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("ITLogan nas given the
wooster. Director wimora
cast a better setting than any available
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The 1965 version of Parents' Day will unfold tomorrow, bringing approximately 800 parents and a number of
prospective students to the campus for an action-fille- d
week
end. A busy schedule of entertaining and informative events

all

New
distinguished musicians--th- e
York Pro Musica includes in its
vocal group two sopranos, a countertenor, a tenor, a baritone and a
bass and four instrumentalists who
have mastered such instruments as
the viola da gamba, the family of
five recorders, the krummhorns,
portative organ, and the harpsichord.
Included in the Nov. 17 program
will be music of Thomas Weelkes,
John Dowland, Francis Pilkington,
Philip Rosseter, John Bull, Tobias
Hume, Thomas Lupo, William
Byrd, Anthony Holborne, and Orlando Gibbons.
A capacity audience is antici
pated for this event. Tickets (students $1.25) should be purchased
as early as possible. Tickets are
available at the College Book Store,
Music Department office and Woos
ter Music Center. A limited number will be available at the door
the evening of the concert.
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on campus,
nign ceiling, resonThe action is simple. Not many
ant acoustics, all the qualities of
things
happen. Thomas returns
a church, help to meet the play's
home
to England, where he is welhrst requirement.
comed anxiously by his humble
Murder in the Cathedral is made followers. After his death at the
of many pieces, and these, to com- hands of four drunken barons
bine, heed an atmosphere of piety. executing "the King's justice", the
The priests and women of Canter priests and women bear him off,
bury must rely on their church; ending the play apparently no
Thomas a Becket must die before better off than they were at the
an altar to be truly martyred. start.
Murder is built along the lines of
Dramatic Shift
a morality play, with powers both
But the plot operates above this
good and evil competing for action. We
see Thomas change
Thomas' attention. But it also con- from a devout, admired
man into
tains elements of more familiar a saint through the physical goings-on- .
drama, even of the modern. To
A transition from temptation
fit them into one play, and to cen- to resolution
occurs in Thomas, as
ter them on Thomas, the audience the followers move from, fear,
to
needs an assumption of holiness to horror at his death, and
conclude
start with.
(Continued on Page 4)

dinner in one of the dining halls.
The football game with the Oberlin Yeomen Saturday afternoon
will be the final time the Scots
take the field this year and should
DEGREE YIELDS SALARY CUT

A recent Associated Press

release relates what may be
the most poignant testimony
yet to the low salaries received by public school teachers today.
The short article states that
Clarence Bradshaw of Akron
recently was added to the
faculty of Highland Park elementary school at a salary of
$5650 a year. The release
continues that Mr. Bradshaw
was forced to take a salary
cut of $350 In accepting this
position, which he obtained
after earning his elementary
education degree from Akron
University's night school. Mr.
Bradshaw had been receiving

$6000 a year while working
as a custodian.
provide an exciting gridiron afternoon. Open house in most of the
dorms and off campus houses will
follow the game.
Saturday's big social event will
be an
hootenanny and
dance at 8:30 p.m. in Severance
Gym. This will be different from
the normal hoot that students are
used to, for it will feature folk
songs, styles, and artists seldom
heard on campus. The dance which
follows will attempt to cater to the
dancing interests of parents and
students alike and, at the very
least, will provide an amusing evening.
all-colle-

ge

OTHER WEEKEND EVENTS

Tonite:
7:15 Pep Rally and Bonfire
(Gym)
8:15 Student Voice Recital
(Judy Ellis)
Tomorrow:
8:00-12:3Registration (K125)
11:00 Orientation Meeting for
Prospective Students
11 :30 Soccer, vs. Bowling Green
4:30 Open House (most dorms)
0
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bassador from Kuwait, Mama Pyle, chairman of
LEAVING

CLEVELAND AIRPORT

Al-Ghouss-

Am-

ein,

Crescent-in-Crisi-s,

and Jim McHenry, Student Government President.
was one of the five major speakers at the
Mr.
Middle East Conference held last week. It was attended by
Al-Ghouss-

ein

Sophomore Tom Clark Hears A Different Drummer
Spends Winter At Maryland Version Of Walden Pond
by Carrie Seaman

students from 50 different colleges and universities.

"It

'Csfiipus ..Mews
O The

Dean of Women's
Wooster Police Department
bicycles at its headquarters in
who have lost bikes this fall

partment.

.Klolfes

office announced Tuesday

that the

has recovered several unlicensed
the Municipal Building. All students
should call the Wooster police de-

is remarkable how easily and insensibly we fall into a

seems but another important passage tendered by Henry David Thoreau.
uaric, sopnomore cngnsn major,
friends, he enjoyed the simplicity
Feeling cramped after his fresh- and lack of routine which he exman year at Wooster, Tom took perienced on his own. He comtent and provisions to a secluded mented, "It's amazing how little
plot of land near Fulton, Md., and one really needs when you're on
spent last year in an existence
parallel to that of Thoreau's
escape to Walden
1
Pond.
A pine forest surrounded the
I
rude cabin which Tom completed
r
f
w
I
in February. Near a reservoir,
small foxes and deer roamed and
i.S
provided an interesting backdrop
to a life of great simplicity.
The land on which Tom stayed
belonged to a physicist who, Gark
says, "was with me from the beginning." Though his mother felt
a few maternal misgivings about
his venture, she soon became
placated after she visited his cabin
and felt the quietness which pervaded the area.
Compelled either by "necessity or
it warranted closer inspection.

Tired of food service Sunday night chow? Try eating at the
Wooster-in-Indi- a
benefit dinner Sunday at 5:30 in the Church House.
The menu features various exotic dishes. Tickets are only $1.25 and
are available from dorm representatives. Faculty, town residents, and
men may make reservations by contacting Carolyn Man-te- k
(367). All proceeds from the dinner will help Tom Ewell, Woos-ter'- s
representative at Ewing Christian College.
O A reminder that the Art Center's display of photographs from
around the world continues through Nov. 24. The Center will be open
and
on Sundays.
from 9-- Monday-FridaThe Men's Affairs Board will sponsor a special male cheering section at tomorrow's game with Oberlin. All men are en'
couraged to join the vocal group.
lists for SGA Thanksgiving buses are now on
Final sign-uthe TUB Bulletin Board. If you wish to ride the buses, initial your
signature by 8:15 Sunday night. Bus tickets will be sold Monday and
Tuesday of next week in the VOICE office.
Alan Collins, cellist, and Daniel Winter, pianist will present a
Faculty Recital Sunday at 8:15 p.m. in Memorial Chapel. Programmed
for. the evening are. the Jwo. Sonatas for Cello and Piano by Brahms
lMMMMM::vMl
and three short pieces for cello and piano by Anton Webem. The desirp. " Tnm mstAt frmMt, visits
to his nearhv home. Thnnch hft TOM CLARK: "I went to the
concert is open to the public without charge.
enjoyed the chance to visit his I woods
(Continued on Pago 4)
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particular route and make

a beaten track for ourselves."
To some freshmen immersed in their Introduction to Liberal Studies
at Wooster. this

-

The New York
founded by its Musical Director,
Noah Greenberg, in 1952 is a
unique ensemble which has delighted audiences throughout the country by "bringing back to life" the
gay, romantic and spiritual musical
masterpieces of the Renaissance
eras, encomand
durperformed
music
passing the
ing the Baroque period at the
courts of France, Spain and Germany, and the lusty songs and
madrigals of Elizabethan days.
The ensemble made big news on
the international music scene with
its tours of Europe. In 1960, augmented to a company of 37, Pro
Musica presented performances of

Parents Visit Wooster

II
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But to Tom

your own.
His primary reason for leaving
Wooster was the pressure he felt
to complete the quantities of assigned work. "It seemed like I was
always stimulated to work yet could
never appreciate it because of the
amount forced dn me."
During the past year, he completed around 45 books including
such authors as Hemingway and
Steinbeck. He kept a journal of his
experiences yet felt rather hindered
in his creative writing. "With no
pressure or conflict," he stated, "I
didn't feel stimulated to write."
People have strange reactions to
an experience such as Tom's. His
mother at first reacted negatively,
feeling that he'd lost touch with
reality. The possibility of the draft
became a very real threat to his
seclusion also. Gark feels the primary value of his experience is
that he began to find himself on
his own. He stated that "In retrospect I can see that if I'd done anything else, it wouldn't have turned
out as well."

VOICE
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Shining Light

. . .

We didn't agree with everything William Sloane Coffin
stay at Wooster this week.
said during his whirlwind four-da- y
Nevertheless, Coffin challenged the average person more than
any speaker to date this year (some even termed him the most

r

i

by Susan Stranahan
J

To fltlD

stirring speaker here in years).
Coffin's brilliant use of words and his obvious under-

standing of collegiate attitudes blended well with a personal
idealism which had more of a realistic tinge to it than many
of his fellow liberal theologians. His disgust of university-churc- h
words and actions which have become outmoded and
his theory that a Marxist can be a devout Christian proved
to be just two of a long string of controversial topics unearthed

Nova Scotia Head
Plans School Aid
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In a precedent-settinaction,
remier Joseph Smallwood of
Nova Scotia announced recently
that he planned to initiate government support of Nova Scotian stu
dents at Memorial University.
The move (reported in the Dal-housie Gazette, Memorial Univer
sity, Halifax, Nova Scotia) would
create free university education for
province students, plus paying
them salaries of $50 for commuters
and $100 for resident students.
Cost of the move will total at
east $3,600,000 by 1967. Small- wood claims that the money will
not be derived from an increase
in taxes, but by using funds al
ready available.
g
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this week.
We think the CCA did Wooster a great service by bringing
William Coffin to the campus. May there be more like him.

:v::.::v:v:"::S:;;::;S;':- -

Pierced Politics

... In A Dark Chapel
One of the heartening repercussions of the Coffin series
of speeches was the swirl of discussion both pro and con
which the Yale chaplain generated. Above all, this convinces
us that, when challenged, Wooster students are not only able
but eager to criticize speakers maturely.

hi-iin- ks

by John Pierson

For a brief moment I am going to resurrect the personality of William Buckley with
Under normal circumstances, however, the pablum diet the reader's patient forgiveness. "Resurrect" is a good word because surely Buckley conthe chapel committee serves up is about as intellectually ceives himself as hanging magnificently from the cross. Really he is the centurion below.
stimulating as a poorly prepared high school lecture. Speaker Buckley is a man whose mind has been scorched black by seething intensities; it remains
after speaker troops in with prepared text, rattles away for as charcoal harshly insensitive. rible obstacles exist as the gleeful duce the voting rights legislation,
More cruel, the government he
20 minutes about some topic far detached from general student espouses is just as harsh, just as killings by Klan members with somebody has to organize and run
interests, draws the polite applause Wooster students are coldly insensitive. Buckley is only despicable impunity, or the grind- the Alliance for Progress, somefamous for and heads to the next college. The assumption is one of an infamous band, which ing poverty that dulls the mind body has to set the Federal Re
and constricts the horizon? Art is serve interest rate. We know these
that his mission has been accomplished students have been cannot see government as a bene- an integral element of happiness for statesmen by the tarnished noun
exposed to still another aspect of their "Adventure in Educa- ficial force even if they themselves art contains beauty, not always politician ; and in any system
are in control.
tion."
beauty in the conventional sense where the people do the choosing
With rare exceptions, Americans but the beauty that results when
your emotions are gripped by
majesty, significance, and awe. Art
is a matter for the individual alone
and it has provided so much meaning, enjoyment, and solace for so
many people in so many millen-ium- s
that everyone has a right at
least to be exposed to it.

In contrast, alert men like the Rev. Coffin wake us to the have never regarded their govern- ment with s o
fact that these regular programs are so poor. One of the chief
j a u n diced an
reasons for this is the highly confining financial position of
eye. Strong in
the chapel committee. This year's budget calls for an allocatheir political
tion of only $2,500 for the entire chapel program (that in- 1 M'SW STL
thought is the
cludes such expenses as monitor salaries). The average
concept that
government is a
honorarium for an unknown outside speaker is about $50,
p o s i tive force.
and is often more if the person is not from Ohio. A little
Said Thomas
simple arithmetic thus reveals that the chapel committee can
Jefferson, "The
finance at most 50 speakers with its $2,500.
care of human
Many of the programs use
talent, of course,
and don't cost anything. We still support this local selection
because we feel Wooster has untapped sources of opinion on
its faculty and staff.

Pierson

on-camp- us

Except for brief flashes, visiting speakers have not appealed to the bulk of the student body. We feel that if the
administration must consider itself chained to the apparently
unalterable
it should at least allocate
a more realistic sum to bring in one controversial "name"
speaker every few weeks. William Sloane Coffin showed what
can be gained from this.
four-chapels-per-we-

ek

STARK'S
RESTAURANT
IS NOW OPEN
Dolly 10:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sundays 1 1 :30 a .m. - 9 p.m.
Catering to

0

BANQUETS

life and happi

ness is the first and only legitimate
object of good government." It
may be the "only" object but its
immensity is staggering.
Who can define happiness? I am

certain that it is not materialistic
(this old world is getting tired of
the taunt "My GNP is higher
than yours!") and I am equally
certain that it is filled with a
beauty, a morality, a justice, and a
purpose of life. But how can we
pursue happiness when such hor- -

Obviously

government cannot
sponsor art, but it can remove
those obstacles which prevent its
beauty from being universal. Government is just as intimately connected with the justice, the morality, the purpose that is involved
in happiness. War, greed, pre- udice, poverty, that is the business
of government, and so therefore is
the voting rights legislation, balance of payments, reciprocal trade,
r ederal Reserve interest rates, and
he Alliance for Progress. These
are more mundane matters but
hey are all weapons in getting rid
of those inhuman obstructions to
our happiness.

Only one step removed from
these manifold weapons are the
Somebody has to pro- statesmen.
fnlW. nf Wnnetor liinnn tho

Published WCeklv bv thfl Rtlldmta nf TTlA
school year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the
siuaenis ana snouia not be construed as representing administration policy.
This newsDaoer welcomes mcmpA
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pondence to the VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
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UNIQUE

DON KENNEDY

COOKERY
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132 S. Buckeye St,
WOOSTER, OHIO

BARB BOYCE, Newsfeature Editor

FAMILY MEALS

FISH

FRY FRIDAY EVE.

CHARGE

CARDS

ACCOUNTS

5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
99c
All You Can Eat!
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COSMETICS

CANDY

Continuous Service from
til 10 p.m. (except Wed.)

7:30 a.m.

For Reservations

Phone

263-478- 6

OPPORTUNITY
--J

For

Phone 262-780- 6
for Reservations
(Off Liberty St.)
Rear, 145'2 E. Liberty

Closest to the Campus

now offering exclusive distributorships
for a patented product. No competition. Factory trained personnel will
assist you in setting up a tried and
proven advertising and merchandising
mark up. Investment
program. 100
ment
guaranteed. Minimum
All
$14,000.
$1,000. Maximum
replies confidential. For Information
write Director of Marketing, P.O. Box
14049, St. Louis, Missouri 63176.

Invest

Prescription Center
"In the Heart of the Medical Area"
Phone

Owner and Operator

262-894-

1

INTERESTED IN A JOB IN GERMANY THIS SUMMER?
Call Us for Details
i

264-404-

u

United Marketing Company
6286 Bartmer Avenue
St. Louis, Mo. 63130
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Ham-marskjol-

PARENTS' DAY MUMS
The

from a Special Place
to a Special Person

Special-Touc-

h
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FROM

346 East Bowman Street
WOOSTER, OHIO
OR SEE OUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES

JANICE SAYER

Mid-

Wt are

west Manufacturing Firm.

WOOSTER
Helen Jeffrey

a future with a well known

you are going to find invariably
that contemptible bit of machinery
known as "party politics". Con
necting the high purpose of seeking happiness to politicians has
undoubtedly disgusted many readers. Unfortunately for them, in
the given of today, the connection
is both authentic and needed.
Sensitive Statesmen
Americans expect their states
men to be sensitive and in these
they have had a fortunate abund
ance. Thomas Jefferson never has
there lived as complete an equali-taria- n
Abraham Lincoln hor
;
rible irony made this profound
lover of all humanity preside tor
tuously over the deadliest of America's wars; Franklin Roosevelt
time and again when there was
skepticism over his programs he
would say, But weve got to do
something." These men were sensitive because they had solid divinations of what happiness is.
Before he was tragically butch
ered by men who did not know
what they were doing, Dag
was the paragon of sensitive statesmen. His collection of
thoughts, Markings, is a wonderful
volume, for it displays very tender
considerations about humanity, unselfishness, and religion. Markings
is remarkable because it is so un
worldly. Never does it refer to
Hammarskjold s political success
or burdens. The
might wonder how such an exquis
ite mind could believe so deeply
in the creed: "I inherited a belief
that no life was more satisfactory
than one of selfless service to your
country or humanity." This
meant, for him, taking the barbs
of party politics and working
prodigously in banking.
In Hammarskjold we recognize
the hazardous job of the true
democratic statesman. Always he
has to watch for the insensitive gut
tersnipes ready to seize his power
without the requisite ideals, and
simultaneously guiding the people
and the policies of his state toward
that elusive happiness.
Despite the ' personal sacrifices
and dangers it still remains true
that the cruellest inhibition of all
is to be concerned, to possess ideas,
to be articulate, and not be able
to actuate.
anti-politicia-

PRIVATE PARTIES

0

With most freshmen fully re
covered from the traditional activi- ies of their first weeks at college,
there come two reports of orienta- from Ohio Northern
ion
University and Otterbein College.
At ONU senior John Hancock
sported a Frosh Dink along with
members of the Class of 69 after
be indulged too much in the spirit
of the week. His sentence was
passed down after the Campus
Court charged him with excessive
vigor in requiring six freshman
women to recite their spiel backwards while hopping up and down
stairs. Hancock remarked, "I was
ust doing my duties as an upper-classman to make sure the fresh
men had the opportunity to enjoy
he pleasures of frosh tradition.
At Otterbein, frosh and sophs
battle it out in a hot contest that
includes such fun games as shav-in- g
cream and spray starch fights,
with each side standing
on opposite banks of Alum Creek,
and canoe races minus paddles
. Ah, the bliss of Bag Rush!

JOE HOLDEN

GREEN THUMD FLORAL
264-375-

5

or

263-476-

6
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Oberlin students are pushing a
proposal to establish an
espresso house. The idea, which
was discussed at length last winter
on Wooster's campus, calls for
entertainment on Saturday nights,
displays for student art, and eat
ing facilities serving espresso, hot
cider, soft drinks and Italian pas
tries.
off-camp-

us

Vermont College (Montpelier,
Vt.) students participate in a re-axmg tradition each fall. The wo
men (the school is a girls' school)
are surprised one morning by an
announcement from the Dean that
all classes have been canceled for
the day and the students and
faculty move en masse to nearby
Mount Mansfield.
Mountain Day, as it is called,
includes trips up the mountain on
ski lifts (foot travel is encouraged)
and a picnic on the mountain side.
The Oberlin Review reports that
the Deans of that college have done
Rule
away with the Three-montwhich almost duplicates the one
formerly in effect here at Wooster.
"Students who confer with a
dean and show evidence of parental acceptance will receive the Col
lege s permission to marry if they
provide financial assistance, ar
range for their Oberim residence
and assume the increased financial
responsibilities of marriage," stat
ed Dean William Hellmuth.
h

Albion College in Albion, Mich.,
is organizing a new student group
known as SPASM (Society for
Prevention of Asinine Student
Movements).
The purpose of SPASM is to
present both sides of current
issues so that students can more
fully understand what they are
joining.
The first action of the group
will be to get national acceptance
as a chapter in the U.S. general
organization.
English majors at Capital University spent an evening camping
out at the Silver Moccasin Archery
Club site near Reynoldsburg.
The 13 upperclassmen, properly
chaperoned for their overnight excursion by two faculty members,
made certain they had plenty to
fill the time by all taking along
copies of the play, Waiting for
Godot. Thoreau was left behind,
.
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by Milto Hutchison
"Crusaders Ready To Rip Scots" read the headline on the
CHIMES, the Capital newspaper. However, the Scots just weren't
ready to be ripped, unless you count Rod Dingle's shirt tail, which
he left behind in the hands of a would-b- e Cap tackier while scampering to a nice gain in the first half. What they were ready for was the
biggest, sweetest victory of recent Wooster football history.
seniors. Can you
Think back, all you aging and time-woupset
have
Scots
the
the apple cart on
remember any time when
an OAC contender so magnificently? You bet
you can't. It's been a long drought; but "absence makes the heart grow fonder" (someone
famous once said that). "It makes you feel good
all over" (I said that). And from the smiles on
the faces of the fans, players, and (most of all)
the coaches when Rodney broke loose with a
touchminute left in the contest for a
down jaunt (did you ever want to run out on the
field in the middle of a game and kiss someone?), the "good all over" feeling seemed to
be the order of the day.
Hutch
However, that feeling started to fade a bit
line
when the Crusaders marched quickly to the Wooster five-yar- d
play.
and, with four seconds left in the game, had time for one more
It was truly hairy. Then, while the fans gulped, shuddered, screamed
and chewed on their fingers, Web White jumped (could it really have
been six feet off the ground?) to deflect a Crusader pass in the end
zone, and the Scot fans let the Good Times roll again. However, the
Capital homecoming crowd was not too pleased with the whole affair.
As a matter of fact, they weren't having it at all. They kind of reminded me of what Mudville fans must have felt like in "Casey at the
Bat," which ends,
Oh somewhere in this favored land the sun is shining bright,
And somewhere men are happy, and somewhere hearts are light,
A band is playing somewhere, and somewhere children shout,
But there is no joy in Mudville, mighty Casey has struck out.
All in all, the whole thing brought back memories of the limerick
about the smiling lady from Niger who liked to ride tigers, only in
this case the story is that a smiling Crusader went for a joyride on
the back of a Scottie, and returned somewhat the worse for wear,
with the smile on the face of the Scot.
Anyway, it was truly a don't miss (and those of you who did
miss it fie! That'll teach you to BELIEVE the TOTE BOARD). Rod
Dingle played a big role in chalking up the victory for the Black and
Gold. But what can you say about Rod? He's just too mucL He's got
the moves of a long-tailecat in a room full of rocking chairs. However, it's tough even for Rod to pick up a lot of yardage without blocking; and offense alone doesn't win football games. Although he was
a big one, Rodney was only one of many cogs in the Scot victory
wheel. Almost to a man, the team played its best ball of the year.
There were few mistakes, and what mistakes there were the Scots
atplay, and a never-say-di- e
made up for with inspired, heads-utitude (it's trite to death, and would be circled in red on a Lib. Studies
paper, but they gave it "that old college try," down to the final sec-
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HALFBACKS MIKE GORDON

and Rod Dingle keep their eyes

25-2-

yards short of the Wooster record of 1,190, set in 1960 by
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10-pla-

game-winnin-
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Conference quarterback last year, bootlegged the ball
for 40 yards to the Scot 38, where
the Black and Gold held and forced
all-Ohi-

THE SCOREBOARD

no time remaining as Capital
quarterback Jerry Click lofted a pass toward Crusader receiver
Dick Angelou in the end zone. Scot defensive halfback Webster White brilliantly battled Angelou for the ball, leaped
high, and deflected the pass to insure Wooster's stunning
CLOCK READ

7-- 0.

Tomorrow For Final Contest

21-1-

All-Ohi- o

0,

Thinclads Finish Eighth At OAC Meet
by Josh Stroup
The usual seething mass of less" void.
Wittenberg's Alex Turner set a
weekend golfers at Ohio Wesley-an'- s
new course record with an excelDelaware Country Club was
lent 20:51 time. The top team was
replaced by a horde of harriers Akron U with 61 points, followed
last Saturday as 11 Ohio Confer- close behind by Mt. Union with
ence cross country teams overran 76.
the course. Six Wooster runners
Tomorrow the harriers face
swelled the crowd and pulled out Oberlin and Ashland here at 2:45
a 191 point eighth place finish.
in their final meet of the year. The
Wooster runner Scots will have to do a lot of runOne
would have made it a lot higher. ning to keep pace with these two
Scot captain Gary Brown finished teams. Oberlin's Bob Murphy
9th individually, but his closest placed third at the Ohio Conferteammate was Charley Orr in 38th ence meet and Ashland's best man
place leaving a 27 place "Scot- - is headed for NCAA competition.
well-place-
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6 Scots Don Black And Gold
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25-2-
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Snow-to-Gordo-

ng

1-- 2.

A combination of a tremendous running game and a
solid defensive line proved the
difference as the Scots avenged a sophomore linebacker Cliff Romig
43-loss to the Crusaders a year picked off a Paxson aerial and
ago. Wooster's rushing yardage raced 41 yards to the Capital 19.
totalled 330 yards to the losers' Wooster moved it in with six plays
Norfresh- for the score, making it 19-74. However, second-strindrove
ris
over
left
tackle
for five
man quarterback, Jerry Click, hit
on 14 of 23 passes for 221 yards yards and the tally with 9:29 left
n
in the second half, to create the in the third period. A
pass for two points was
wild finish which saw 20 of the
complete,
but was just out of the
game's 46 points scored in the last
end
zone
and
no good.
seven minutes.
The two teams exchanged several
Wooster's great Rod Dingle was
runback of
the star again for the Scots, but punts before a d
Bob
Courson
a
by
Crusader
punt
he had fine help from sophomore
freshman
speedster
Sherman
fullback Ken Norris. Dingle, who
Lundy
the
Wooster
to
38 set the
scored two touchdowns and an exfor
stage
a
march
to pay-ditra point including the
by
Capital.
Click
hit Lundy on
score with 54 seconds refive-yara
for
the
pass
score with
maining, gained 178 yards in 24
6:49
and
remaining
kick, was
the
carries. Norris added 118 yards
good,
cutting Wooster's margin to
in 27 rushes and scored two touch19-1The game was far from
downs.
over.
Capital gained over half their
(Continued on Page 4)
rushing yardage on the first play
from scrimmage, when regular
quarterback Ron Paxson, a second-teag

1
win.
While the Scots were ripping and roaring in "pursuit of significance" and Capital ball carriers, the underdogs of Emory &
Henry saw the string run out on their fantastic win streak of three 1
games. The wiry little fellows from Concord College proved too
much for Castro Ramsey's battlers, who dropped a close one,
face another toughie in Appalachian
This week the E &
College. Last year the brawny mountain men downed E & H by
a decisive 4 margin, and will be the decided favorites again
Scots' leading tackier, achieved
by Wayne Randolph
tomorrow. However, we go with Castro and the boys from Virginia to bounce back from last week's disappointment and prove
For most Wooster sports fans, first string All Ohio Conference
BOARD
longshot.
TOTE
in
victory,
a
their mettle with an upset
tomorrow marks the end of another linebacker last year.
soc-

1,

1,

3

ed

THE BACK ROOM TOTE BOARD: Oberlin at WOOSTER,
Arkansas at S.M.U., HARVARD at Brown, Iowa at OHIO STATE,
Indiana at MICHIGAN STATE, MUSKINGUM at Ohio Wesleyan,
Oklahoma at MISSOURI, NEBRASKA at Oklahoma State, North
Carolina at NOTRE DAME, Pittsburgh at SOUTHERN CAL., Yale
at PRINCETON, GREEN BAY vs. Los Angeles, San Francisco at
DETROIT, Pittsburgh at DALLAS.
Overall,
Pros,
Last Week: College, 6-,
11-630-1(.709)
Overall, 41-1- 6
Pros,
Season: College,
TOTE BOARD long shot.

1

once-beate- n

was a team effort all the way, and it's hard to pick out
any particularly stellar performances, because they all were. However, the names of Ken Norris and George Bare seem to spring
most rapidly to mind. Norris put on a dazzling display of offensive power which, teamed with Dingle's standout play, formed
attack. Ken looked good both
an almost unstoppable
running and blocking, as he carried 27 times for 118 yards and
threw several key blocks to set his running mate loose for long
power, he dispelled many
rambles. Hitting with
going to do when Dingle
Wooster
of the questions as to "What's
is gone?"
Bare was all over the field on defense, striking terror into the

H-m- en

v

Last week Wooster came up with the upset of the Ohio
Conference by defeating
Capital, 25-2and
knocking them out of contention for the OAC crown.

It

two-yar- d

V

by Dennis Goettel

ond).

hearts of Crusader ball carriers, and completely garbaging fullback
Gordon McMaken's statistics. Before the Wooster game, McMaken
was second to Dingle on the OAC stat sheets in both rushing and scoring, and had never been thrown for a loss in four years. However,
against Bare and the Scot defense, he could manage only 27 yards
loss by the
rushing, he didn't score, and was thrown for a
Wooster captain.

::

Steve McClellan, and 231 yards shy of the OAC record. Ken
Norris plows through the Capital defense (right). Norris was
the Scot workhorse against the Crusaders, carrying 27 times
for 118 yards and two touchdowns.

and hopes pinned on the Scot defense as they take a breather
during the 1 upset of Capital. Dingle's 178 yards against
the Crusaders give him a total of 1,067 this season, just 123
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soccer and football season. But for cer wing Fred Hicks is likely to
six gridmen and ten Scot hooters,
it denotes the termination of their
collegiate athletic careers.
OAC OFFENSE LEADERS
At 2 p.m. against Oberlin toScoring
morrow George Bare and Lee Cor-beDingle (Scots)
94 pts.
will throw their last tackles,
Hickman (Mount)
50 pts.
Rod Dingle will tally his last score, McMaken
48
tt

and Jim Turner, Phil Cotterman
and Joe DiCicco will clash shoulder
pads for the final time. Ten Wooster booters will don gold and black
game jerseys for a final bout. They
are: Jim Poff, Fred Hicks, Lance
Bruce Bigelow,
Rebello,
Paul
Browne, Rick Curtis, Baillie Dun-lap- ,
Tony Hewitt, Tad Trantum
and J. C. Dlamini.

Four years of "football" (the
round and oval kind) show some
remarkable accomplishments and
statistics. Lance Rebello ranked
tenth leading soccer scorer in the
nation last year and currendy holds
all Wooster offensive records. Compiling 176 points over a three year
span, Rod Dingle is a very probable candidate for Little All American halfback.
Captain-elec- t
George Bare, the

(Capital)
Rutter (Kenyon)
Pechar (Witt.)

pts.

48 pts.

42 pts.

Passing
Martin (Akron)
Jones (Kenyon)
Laughman (Witt.)
Aronson (OWU)
Feldman (Hiram)
Rushing
Dingle (Scots)
McMaken (Capital)
I vary (Denison)
Hickman (Mount)
McGlauflin (Obie)

1067
611
589
537
523

yds.
yds.
yds.
yds.
yds.

retain his own tide this season.
Versatile goalie Jim Poff ranked
honorable mention OCSA in his
junior year.

Drops Mount,

5-- 4

by Will Johnson
Wooster dug deep into its
Several minutes later the Scots
mounted the first drive of the game bag of tricks to avert an upmoving 48 yards in 13 plays, a set at the hands of Mt. Union
drive which was slowed by two
and to preserve the Purple
a punt.

15-yar-

d

penalties. The big play of the
march was a
d
pass play
trom Kandy bnow to Mike Gordon.
However, the Scots gave up the
football inches short of a first down
on the opposition's 30.
Wooster got the ball back again
on a punt, but a third down quick
kick by the Scots' Lloyd Rhoades
was blocked and recovered by
Capital on the Wooster 18. On the
first play Paxson hit Larry Gornall
in the end zone on a pass for the
first score. Chuck Daubenmeier
kicked the first of three extra
points and Capital led by 7-- with
1:49 left in the first quarter.
Wooster took the ensuing kickoff
and moved to midfield before a
Snow pass was intercepted by Capital. The Crusaders then penetrated
to the Scot 16, but two
penalties spoiled that effort, and
Wooster took over after a touch-bacThe aroused Scots moved 80
yards in only six plays for their
first tally, and Dingle's kick tied
the score,
with 7:40 remaining in the half. The score came on
an outstanding
scamper
by Dingle around left end, and
was aided by a good block by
Norris. Wooster's little
candidate accounted for 70 of the
80 yards in the drive.
Late in the half the Scots moved
66 yards in 15 plays as Norris carried the ball eight times for 45
yards, and capped the march with
touchdown plunge.
a three-yar- d
Dingle's kick was wide and Wooster led, 13-7- , at the half.
Early in the third quarter Scot
28-yar-

0

15-yar-

d
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1083 yds.
943 yds.
875 yds.
800 yds.
619 yds.

Late Soccer Rally

o

7--
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50-yar-
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All-Ameri-

ca

Raiders' winless record last Saturday. The final score was 54, the
last four Scot goals coming in the
closing 16 minutes of play after
Mount had grabbed a 4--1 lead.
Ramu Mwamdemere started the
scoring for Mount with an unassisted goal at 1:45 of the first
period. Monibi made it 2-- 0 on a
pass from Mwambetania at 10:55.
This ended the scoring for the
first half.
Mount made it
at the start of
the second half as Monibi scored
unassisted. Fifteen seconds later
Stu Miller got Wooster's first tally
as he pushed in a rebound. Mwamdemere got his second unassisted
goal of the afternoon at 3:55 of
the fourth period making the score
Then came the Scot surge.
Bob Levering scored unassisted at
5:19, and at 8:10 Lance Rebello
connected on a pass from Levering.
Wooster tied the score as Levering
tallied on a pass from Miller.
Freshman Steve Scott garnered the
winning goal at 19:53.
Until the final 16 minutes Wooster's performance was anything but
sparkling. However, with a fired-u- p
Bob Levering leading the way,
the Scots avoided a catastrophe.
Mt. Union has failed to win a
game in the two years the school
has participated in the league.
Parents' Day the Scots host an
improving Bowling Green squad.
This team knocked Ohio University
out of a tie for the OCSA lead with
win. Last year's encounter
a
between Wooster and B-- was a 2-- 2
tie. Play begins at 11:30 a.m.
3-- 0

4--

1.

3-- 2
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(.offers To Tho Editor
Praises "Crescent"
To the Editor:
May I express my wonder and
admiration at the caliber of your
seminar Crescent in Crisis last
weekend. It was planned and ex
ecuted with a professional
thoroughness, with a sensitivity to
detail as well as excellent co-o- r
dination of the seminar's overall
direction. The weekend of critical
listening and provocative discus
sion was enhanced by the fnendli
ness of your campus, your very
good food, and the evident interest
and enthusiasm of Wooster stu
dents in general.
It was great.
Anita Baker
Allegheny College

Down the Path of Concern
To the Editor:
Miss Kalayjian's assumptions in
her letter to the VOICE two weeks
ago distressed me because they
seemed very limited. She confined
the perimeter of concern demonstrated by our campus to "the
bedraggled, confused, and socially
deprived masses of our society"
and she saw only two avenues by
which this concern could be shown.
The positions of both Jim O'Brien
(from his chapel talk) and Harvey
Tilden show concern for more of
our population than Miss Kalayjian
allowed.

Her second assumption showed
no knowledge of the many approaches presently being pursued
on the campus which neither
O'Brien nor Tilden represent. Four
examples which come quickly to
mind are the Crescent in Crisis
Conference just past, the proposed
SGA inner-cit- y
student visitations,
and the programs of NAACP and
International Relations Club.
Therefore, her rejection of the activities of the total concerned student population by condemning a
mere two approaches is neither
justifiable nor supportable.
Her letter ends by rejecting attempts to change the status quo
because we "don't really know how
the situation reached its present
stage, why it will continue, or what
feasible correctives and alternatives are available" and therefore,
no alternative can be chosen. Also,
since college students and other
individuals have no power to encourage change, why try anyway?
It accomplishes nothing. She then
advises you to "take first things
first" that means your education,
your job, your family, your house,
your ad infinitum. There is no time
for anyone else.
My greatest fear is that Miss
Kalayjian and others like, her will
continue to use the same arguments
throughout their lives to avoid

concern with distasteful situations.
Their avoidance of confrontation
gives them a greater security if
that is what they seek. But their
hypocritical rationalization ought
to be recognized for what it is, a
lack of interest in others.
James Justin

In

The Cathedral'

(Continued from Page 1)

in the knowledge of his sainthood
with a prayer to "Blessed Thomas",
not for him.
The Little Theatre's production
is at its best in peaceful moments.
Ine actors move eracetuuy, as
when Thomas and his priests first
meet, or when they prepare his
body to be earned off at the end.
Choral speeches, too, have" more
lilt and less shrillness in a low
key. An exception obtrudes in the
few slow cadences which sound less
like finales than like a Victrola
running down.
As Thomas, Russ Badger stays
always in control, tempering his
words and motions with saintly
calm. He is the center toward
which the play turns. This fact
is frequently covered up by the
rest of the cast, but not through
any omission of his.
Strong emotion is hard to hand
credibly on stage. Except for
Thomas, the cast generally cannot
bring off tension without exaggerating it. Chief sufferers are the
priests. They tend to grow rigid
and incoherent with fear. The
Knights begin to rant and mug
when they are meant to appear
solid and menacing.
By far the hardest-worke- d
actors
are the Tempters-KnightTheir
involve
three separate char
parts
acterizations
Tempter, Knight
and "Member of Parliament"
which easily can be confused. Art
beaman plays all three as one.
His speech remains the same, and
a certain fanatical gleam stays in
his eyes. James Leckman keeps a
Dirk Bogarde-isaloofness, which
serves pretty well for all his roles,
throughout. His voice and manner
are better suited to his part than
those of his cohorts. As the Temp
er representing Death, Tim Wee- kesser is the best of the lot, but
he, unaccountably, loses his accent,
and his restraint, when he appears
as a Knight. Harvey Tilden is per
haps too enthusiastic, but he de-ivers a fine, sneering condemna-;io- n
of Thomas just before the
s.

h

murder.
The Chorus does well with the
vast number of lines allotted to it
Its voice resounds nicely in the
church, especially in the passages
where it creates a polyphonic ef
feet. Its only movements are neces
sary ones which do not interfere
with its position as commentator.
Unnecessary motion weakens the
production. Most of the time the
words are what matter, and the
audience s attention must stay with
the speaker. Some actors, though,
break up the composition on stage
by shitting poses between lines.
The Knights, when overwrought,
are most guilty of this.
One large fault involves the
scene in which the Knights try to
explain away their guilt in murdering the Archbishop. The scene
is a false ending to the play.
showing what the conclusion would
be to modern, secular men. Four
Barons step out of character to assume the style of Parliamentary

MORE ON

(Continued from Pago 3)

Capital kept the Scots from gaining a first down and forced a punt
with 4:28 left to play. The home
team then expertly drove 63 yards
in six plays for the
touch
down. The score came on a
pass from Click to end Dick Ange-loThe kick was good and Woos
ter appeared defeated, 21-1with
1:W lett.
But Coach Phil Shipe's men were
not to be denied this dav as the
Scots roared back to move 75 yards
m six plays for the winning touchdown, which came on a brilliant
draw play by Dingle. The
march included two completions by
Snow and another by Courson and
took only one minute, leavine 54
seconds remaining for a near Capi
tal touchdown.
The Crusaders moved 64 vards
in four plays to the Scot five before
a pass in the end zone was deflected by Wooster's Webster
White
to end the donnybrook. A tremend
ous catch by Angelou on the Woospass from Click
ter 27 of a
set up the final threat.
go-ahea-

FUND

there are any members
of the faculty or administration who have not turned In
their United Fund pledge
cards, it will be much appreciated by the local office If
these cards are turned in
promptly.

d

19-yar-
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(Continued from Page 1)

The SGA will sponsor an informal dance tonight in lower
Andrews at 9 o'clock.
The second in the series of Student Forums will be at 7:15
Monday evening in the Chemistry Lecture Room of Severance Hall.
The topic will be "The Role of the Board of Trustees in
a College."
Mr. W. Dean Hopkins of Wooster's trustees and economics professor Dr. Hans Jenny will be included on the panel.
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COLLEGE LADS and LASSIES
We Do Appreciate Your Business
Prescriptions
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Scots Upend Cap
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BOOKS.

orators, or after-dinne- r
speakers.
They reason with the scholarly,
political, practical sophistry of this
century. None of the four really
drops his knightly posture in this
production. While one SDeaks. the
others lean about with dull Norman
disdain; the modern note sounds
ridiculous, and unseasonably
funny.
The hope is that Murder in the
Cathedral will be the first of many
newly-stage- d
productions here. If
more plays can be well matched
with imaginative settings, the Little
theatre will take on more size.

CREDITS

John Scerba (lop),
berger (other photos)
p. 3 Ron Neill
1

All New. 35c up.

daisies,
Aids,

Fiction,

etc.
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POSTAL BOOKS,

2217 Lackland, St.

FREE
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WOOSTER FLORAL

Student
Dept.

Louis, Mo.

South Side Public Square
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My SISTER HAS

$200

IN HER

INSURED SAVINGS
AND LOAM ASSOCIATION.

r

HOW DOES SHE DO

IT?

BABYSITTING.

ITS
ITS

A FEMALE MONORXY.
UNFAIR To US MEN I

by Jack Pine and Douglas Fir
There once was a frosh named
Lard
Who found Woo ridiculously hard.
A girl from Beall
Sent his soul to Heall
And Galpin lost his I.B.M. card.
There once was a Scot named
McBinnit
Who could think for no more than
a minute.
The mind of the stupe

MAYBE IVE SHOULD

NVDKETHP
ANTVTRU5T LAW.
MMWMMMiMM.MlMMMMlMMMMlMil.linfimnmiin

Final A League Standings

Kappas

9-0-

-1

7-3--0
6-3-

-1

3-7-

-0

Kappa Sigs

2-8-

-0

Betas

2-8-

-0

The habit of saving regularly
is the key to success. Start now.
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Final B League Standings
10-0Off Campus North

Seventh
Eighth
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Meet the revolutionary crew of 65 lambswooi plus 85 nylon with spandex fo.
100
stretch. Up and down. This way and that That's Adlastic with the give tc
take on all sizes 10 to 15 and last far longer and fit far better. Size up Adlastic in
28
colors.
The now notion with it even without
clean-white-so-

ck

Clean-white-soc-

k?

the whtrewithalL Whatever, get Adlastic at stores where dean-white-soc- k
is all yours for just one young buck and a quarter,

Bp--.
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7-2--0
4-5-

-0

3-5-

-1

3-6-

-1

0-9- -0

-

T'mi(ini(llinifl(liniMlllllliniWnfla(lll(Wril)inMrifti'lllilMlltMM

-0

Douglass I
Off Campus South
Douglass II

-

clean-white-so- ck

FOOTBALL

Delts
Rabbis
Sigs

, vw14j3Ki4x.v--

The young bucks of America
go
in the
new crew Adler calls Adlastic

Was like Kenarden soup,
In that there seldom was anything
in it.
INTRAMURAL

:

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

OF WOOSTER

1812 CLEVELAND ROAD
132 EAST LIBERTY STREET

Available at
FREEDLANDER'S

NICK AMSTER'S

WM. ANNAT CO.
BRENNER BROS.

PIERCE'S SPORT SHOP

